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FOREWARD

Open Defecation in  Murshidabad District of West 
Bengal, India is a prevalent social problem. The communities 
have been following this practice and made it their way of 
life for centuries. Nearly 7 lacs households having 45 lacs 
people of Murshidabad had been defecating openly till 2nd 
October 2014.  Even after several sanitation programmes, 
undertaken by State and Central Government, the menace 
of open defecation could not be contained and the 
problem aggravated due to improper implementation 
of those schemes. The people in Murshidabad district 
have suffered from periodic outbreak of deadly diseases 
like Cholera, Japanese Encephalitis, Diarrhoea, Stomach 
ailments etc. Symptoms such as stunted growth of children 
and malnutrition are also commonly prevalent here. 
Despite adequate awareness amongst various sections of 
the society, their habit of open defecation was extremely 
difficult to break.

The story of sanitation in Murshidabad is rather unique and 
fascinating. The journey of achieving Open Defecation 
Free (ODF) district was challenging. We chose the 

road which is less travelled and arduous. We adopted 

Community Led Total Sanitation (CLTS) approach 
to achieve Open Defecation Free society. Primary focus 
was not constructing toilet but was on usage of toilets by 
the people. They were not prescribed ‘Model of the toilet’ 
but construction technology was disseminated to assist 
community in building their own toilets. It was perception 
battle to induce people not to believe in prevalent Sanitary 
Mart Model but opt a more sustainable approach through 

CLTS.

With the construction of 2.2 Lakh toilets, over the last 7 
months, across Murshidabad district, sanitation coverage 
increased from 44% in Oct’14 to 100% as on present 
date. To sustain the behavioral change and a vision to 
successfully achieve the ODF target date, more than 1500 
Jan-Sabhas were held, involving Self Help Groups 
(SHGs). A regular morning Gandhigiri was taken up by the 
district officials who visited the homes to counsel people. 
We ensure the involvement of IMAMs, Religious Leaders, 
Students, Teachers to adopt better sanitation habits. 
Murshidabad district’s journey from 44% to 100% ODF has 
been a journey of tremendous success. Murshidabad is an 
Open Defecation Free (ODF) district  now.

Dr. P. Ulaganathan, IAS
District Magistrate, Murshidabad
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The name ‘Murshidabad’ comes from the place known as 
“Muksudabad” which was the capital of Bengal during Murshid 
Quli Khan’s rule. Before the advent of British, the city of 
Murshidabad was the capital of Bengal. It has a great significance 
in the Indian History as in 1757 the British defeated Siraj–ud–Daula 
in the Battle of Plassey, after which the entire nation was brought 
under the British Colonial Rule. Even after the conquest of Bengal 
by the British, Murshidabad remained for some time the seat of 
administration. 

The district still bears memories of Nawabs with mosques, tombs, 
and gardens, and retains such industries as carving in ivory, gold and 
silver embroidery and silk weaving. Of historic interest are Nizamat 
Kila (the Fortress of the Nawabs) also known as the Hazaarduari 
Palace (Palace of a Thousand Doors), the Moti Jhil (Pearl Lake), 
the Muradbagh Palace and the Khushbagh Cemetery. Murshidabad 
today is a centre for agriculture, handicrafts and sericulture. 

Murshidabad

Magnificent Murshidabad Sanitation History – A Glimpse

The Journey of Sanitation of Murshidabad District is 
dated back to 1999 when the Total Sanitation campaign 
was launched in the country. Construction of toilets 
were the main issue and it was approached with the 
focus on constructing maximum toilets at villages as 
per demand of people. Therefore the initial phase had 
witnessed the demand driven Sanitation approach 
rather than need based. This Continues upto 2012 
and at that time villages having hundred percent toilet 
coverage were used to be appreciated with NGP or 
Nirmal Gram Puraskar. In 2012 the concept of Nirmal 
Bharat Abhiyan was initiated to comprehensively cover 
the Households of Rural community through saturation 
approach and renewed strategy. But later, it was felt 
by the policy makers that without identifying the actual 
gaps and toiletless households, the toilets might 
be constructed but the Open defecation free status 
cannot be achieved. This resulted into the Base Line 

Survey (BLS) in 2012 which for the first time, indicated 
that 2,64,823 nos Households had been using Toilets 
and 7,06,845 Households are going to open to defecate. 
Therefore, at that time only 1/3 of the population were 
using the hygienic method of defecation. The District 
administration recognized the biggest shame of the 
district “Open Defecation’ and took a collective decision 
to transform Murshidabad into an Open Defecation Free 
District. Over the years, the progress of construction of 
Toilets were satisfactory. Over the last F.Y. around 2,20,000 
Toilets were constructed by RSM resulting into increase 
of Sanitation coverage from 44% to 100%. The approach 
of the District for the last one year is not revolving around 
the concept of construction but it is dedicated towards 
developing the sense of ownership among the community 
and also change of behaviour of people to adopt the 
hygienic and safe method of sanitation.Sub-Divisions 5 Gram Sansads 4178

Blocks 26 Municipalities 8

Gram Panchayats 250 Police Stations 28
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Blue Toilet Concept Scenario before CLTS

Unscientifically constructed

Public GrievanceIncomplete toilets

Poor usage of toilets

Earlier during 2015 and initial days of 2016, District adopted a plan 

of developing Individual Toilets with concrete roof and a small water 

storage unit installed at the outerside wall of the Toilet. This caused 

an enhancement of Individual Contribution of Rs. 3200 per toilet 

in place of Rs. 900 usual contribution for Department approved 

design. The extra contribution was not affordable for most of the 

below poverty line population and that kept them away from having 

a toilet at their households. So the progress of Toilet coverage in that 

period was not at all satisfactory and District was far from the line of 

being ODF. Moreover, many of these Blue toilets with water storage 

units turned into a potential source of mosquito breeding ground if 

not regularly used or cleaned.

Individual 
Contribution of  

Rs. 3200 per 
toilet in place of 

Rs. 900 as usual 
contribution
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Brainstorming Sessions to adopt CLTS as right approach

District analysed its progress in 2017 through 

series of brainstorming sessions and found that the 

approach towards Sanitation needed to be changed 

so that target could be achieved and keeping the 

sustainability  issues in sleeve fold. 

Theory of Change

Approach of the District emphasized not only the coverage of toilets but  generating a positive and enabling 
environment in the District that will encourage and motivate the stakeholders to realize the need and change the 
behaviour among people through innovating communication strategy.

INPUT
Participatory Tools, 
Triggering, Human 

capacity Development, 
Resource Mobilization, 

Holistic Approach

OUTPUT
Community Leadership 

and vigilance, 
Construction & use of 
Toilets, Scaling with 

sustainability

IMPACT
Open Defecation Free 
District by 2018, Less 

chance of slipping 
back, Health & 

Economic benefits
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Initial construction based approach in 2015-16 and 2016-17 covered 4,29,929 IHHL less Households. But neither 
usage were emphasized nor the sense of ownership was created during the earlier days of Sanitation of Murshidabad. 
From 2017-18, focus of Sanitation was more on building the sense of ownership among Individuals and Community 
as a whole through continuous triggering. In 2016-17, the District recorded the fastest IHHL coverage in the State with 
2.2 Lakh IHHL coverage in 7 months. 

ODF Vision of the District

SANITATION  
COVERAGE

44% to  

              100%
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% OF   
IHHL  
COVERAGE 
2018

% of  
IHHL   
covarage at 
the time of 
BLS 2012

100%

House Hold toilet coverage of Murshidabad District

To move with the Community Led Total Sanitation 
Approach, a strong Institutional Back bone was 
assessed and subsequently created in Murshidabad in 
2017. It helped to strengthen and broaden the approach 
of CLTS at scale.

Chain of Command in CLTS
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In early 2017, the District felt 

the need of an expert and 

dedicated organization having 

sound professional knowledge 

in capacity building to hoist the 

flag of ODF through a series of 

participatory tools of CLTS. 

There came the Knowledge 

Link Pvt Ltd who are presently 

supporting the ODF journey of 

the District very effectively. 

Knowledge Partner Warm up in initial phase

ODF War Room is a unique concept where the Government functionaries 

could discuss about ODF only and sharpen themselves with the concept and 

approach of CLTS. At field level the basic information about the Sanitation 

Profile of Households were started to be collected by field workers.
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Breaking the Ice

‘Responsibility of Rural Sanitary Marts in 
ensuring quality of construction of Toilets 
and fulfilling the demand of people in timely 
manner are the keys of satisfactory delivery 
mechanism. 

200
RSM

Joining hands with the Mission 
Corporate Sectors joined hands with Mission Nirmal 
Bangla to extend their Corporate Social Responsibilities in 
Murshidabad. Hundreds of toilets outside Base Line Survey 
were sponsored by them”

Triggering the thoughts

750 G.P. Level  Functionaries, Representatives of Educational Institutions 
awakening session on their Role in Community Led Total Sanitation Campaign
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Use of Participatory Approach tools by Mrs. 
Anupama Varma, Vice President of Knowledge 

Links Pvt Ltd to take up CLTS Approach for 
ensuring ODF Murshidabd. This started during 

November, 2017’

Enabling the Government functionaries

‘To lead the ODF Movement in well planned manner and 
to monitor the progress regularly, District, Block and Line 
Department Officers were sensitized and triggered by 
Dr. P. Ulganathan, IAS, District Magistrate, Murshidabad 
with support from KL. Overwhelming enthusiasm among 
the participants had proved that the District was moving 
towards the right direction’.
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Human Capacity Building

Change in Policy and adoption of Community Led approach 

had needed potential grass root level workers from multiple 

Government Department, Self help Group members, 

Natural Leaders, who would implement the ODF through 

CLTS approach. Orientation of such workers were done in 

cascading manner at District, Block and GP Level.
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Faith Leaders to break the taboo 

Dr. P. Ulaganathan, IAS, District Magistrate 
Murshidabad exploring the broader aspect of 
CLTS among Faith Leaders.

Skill Development of Masons
Skill development of Masons on specific technology of scientifically built low cost toilet is an important key for 

maintaining the quality of works. 3 days hand holding support of Masons at District level later turned very effective.
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Unleashing the power of SHG 

NRLM having 5,00,000 SHG Members and 250 SANGHAs,  

4178 UPA-SANGHAs played a pivotal role in leading the CLTS 

approach at Rural areas. Triggering of SHG members and 

including clts as 6th principle with the existing PANCHASUTRA 

in the coming days.

5,00,000  

SHG Members 

250 
SANGHAs
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Self Help Groups started reviewing the toilet usage status of its members. In case of financial crisis,SHG came 
forward to finance its members with loan without interest that would be used for toilet construction. All SHGs made it 
a point to become 100% toilet users and the popular term NIRMAL GROUP coined by the Sanitation Team Members.

NIRMAL GROUP (NIRMAL SANGHA)

SHROM DAN DIWAS
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Community Facilitators

9000 Natural 

Leaders and workers 

with a strong 

penchant for flawless 

CLTS approach, 

came forward from 

2017 onwards. They 

were trained to have 

a piercing effect 

in the society and 

known as Community 

Facilitators.

Community 
Awakening is the 
most important 
part to ensure 
the change in 
behaviour of the 
community and 
that was ensured 
through series 
of triggering at 
village level.

Triggering of Stakeholders

Dr. P. Ulaganathan, District Magistrate, Murshidabad is triggering the villagers

SDO Kandi along with the BDO kandi is 
sensitizing the rural people.
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Questions raised whether a toilet is the basic amenities of life or the necessity of life 
at Para Level triggering

Habit grows from School Days

Students opening the door of a new era
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School level awareness generation 

by Nirmal Roll Call where the teacher 

asked the students who had openly 

defecated on that day. Shame was 

used as a triggering tool. 

 Oath taking by the students to eliminate Open Defecation practices & promoting use of toilets

Series of triggerings with participatory approach were 

proved very effective in bringing the desired changes 

among students

Nirmal  
Roll  
Call
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An innovative approach was adopted by the 

initiative of Teachers where students who 

used to defecate openly were motivated to 

write letters to their parents appealing for 

construction of toilets.

Letters to parents for toilet 
construction
Students were sensitized through drawing 
competition and school cleanliness drive that 
triggered their mind towards an ODF Society.
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Kanyashree

4,08,894 Kanyashree Girls with huge 

potentiality of leading the ODF Movement 

in Murshidabad, were included into 

the Sanitation Teams. Triggering of 

KANYASHREE Yodhyas at district, Block, GP 

& at School level.4,08,894  

Kanyashree Girls
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Anganwadi Workers

Anganwadi workers played an important 

role in bringing the desired changes 

among people. Regular mother’s 

meeting, finding out the cause of 

malnutrition and identifying OD as root 

cause helped in changing the approach 

of women in disposing child excreta in 

Toilet.

Mother's meeting and house-to-house visit by Anganwadi workers
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Health Workers

ANM and ASHA workers are triggering the women to ensure toilet usage and eliminating open defication practices

Sensitization of ASHA workers and developing micro-plan for checking the toilet usage by people during their routine 
house-to-house visit
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Change in Behaviour

2,20,000 Toilets were built in only 7 months. District witnessed the fastest progress in CLTS Approach.

CF teams motivated the villagers to adopt the right technology during construction.

Beneficiaries started constructing their own toilets and 
initiated the change in behavior among themselves 
before teaching the community.
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Toilets constructed in CLTS Approach 

(Add this after the chapter Change in 

Behaviour started with CLTS. Some 

photos of New Toilets construction to be 

added with this content):-Through CLTS 

approach the people started building 

their own toilets as per their choices 

and aesthetic appeal. Involvement of 

beneficiary starting from the construction 

days and building the same as per their 

aesthetics, developed as sense of 

ownership among the people.

Diversity in design of toilets as per the aesthetic sense of people 

and as per condition of the land would be the best possible 

way to build toilets- this principle was followed in Murshidabad 

District during constructing Toilets. Rocky areas of Adyatanagar 

village of Samserganj Block was covered with Bio toilet. 

Need based approach
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Dr. P. Ulganathan, IAS, District Magistrate and all Sanitation Team members of the District adopted the most trusted 
mode of appealing people for change of behaviour. Morning Gandhigiri during Nazardari with community mobilization 
forced people to think twice before going for OD.

Gandhigiri, a lesson of life

Gandhigiri with Candle Rally OC, Bharatpur participating in morning Gandhigiri

Design of Toilets
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Nirmal Pravat

On 20th June, the District took an ambitious target of reaching 6,00,000 Households in a single day with the 
message of Sanitatoin & Hygiene. All District, Block, GP Officials, Peoples representatives, NRLM members took 
part in the programme to achieve the target.
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Nirmal Pravat
HH Visit in Pulse Mode

29000
23538

35000

16849
13634

16,300
13483

35124

18275

22444

22613
27224

157142072926252
19079

21343

20211

13664

20185

19183

19981

20189

18400
12755

71325

 Beldanga-I Beldanga-II Berhampore Bhagwangola-I Bhagwangola-II Bharatpur-I Bharatpur-II Burwan

Domkal Farakka Hariharpara Jalangi Kandi Khargram Lalgola Msd-Jiaganj Nabagram

Nowda Raghunathganj-I Raghunathganj-II Raninagar-I Raninagar-II Sagardigi Samserganj Suti-I Suti-II

BLOCKS

592494 no. of households visited in a single day.
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JANASABHA

People Led ODF Movement proved very fertile in roping the seeds of hygienic sanitation practices. Dr. P Ulganathan, 

IAS, District Magistrate is triggering 3000 rural women in a single JANASABHA. Mrs Anupama Varma of Knowledge 

Links and Senior District and Block officers addressed hundreds of such Janasabhas in last 7 months.
Dr. P Ulganathan, IAS, District Magistrate is addressing thousands of people at Janasabha
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Meeting the people

Government machinery reached the door step of Individual Household. 

Rally

Community mobilisation at its highest peak 
with the zeal towards making the society open 
defecation free.
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Catalytic approach

7,06,845 Nos. of  OD Maping were done to identify the Open Defecation Prone areas 
that would be taken up for intensive monitoring during Nazardari and as mandated in CLTS 
approach.
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Nirmal Hour
Nirmal Hour initiated at all 

Government  Offices between 4:00 

pm to 5:00 pm on all working days 

with the District Resource Group 

(DRG), Block Resource Group (BRG), 

Gram Panchayat Core Committee 

(GCC) where the sole issue of 

discussion was SANITATION.

OD Maping by Community 
With the vision to involve partners to move together with the agenda of transforming the Sanitation issue into 
a Community Led ODF Movement, different alternative methods were developed that were innovative and far 
reaching. OD Mapping was such an innovative tool that helped to introspect the community about its deeds.

ODF War Room
A dedicated set up at all tiers of Government Offices, Panchayats where people started discussing their ODF Plans, 
progress and introspection for fine tuning the tools of CLTS. OD Maps, micro-plans were made available at these 
places.
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ODF Helpline

Nirmal Chai

In Bengal, people like to have  ADDA 
at Tea Stalls for getting that sweet tea 
in earthen pots and also to exchange 
their daily stories and ideas. Such Tea 
Stalls were identified and the owners 
were sensitized so that they can 
trigger the people about the curse 
of open defecation. Such tea stalls 
were named as NIRMAL CHAI where 
only discussion over ODF would  
take place.
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Nirmal 
Saloon

The barber shop  

where discussion  

about ODF would  

take place.

ODF Helpline

Nirmal Register & Angikar patra
were used by the Grass root level Government functionaries to get a glimpse of the actual status.
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An Innovative tool to diminish the possibility of unhygienic toilet usage.

Kachha Toilet Todo Abhiyan

Sanitation Card
Another innovative tool of recognising the Household members with Sanitation Card who are using Toilets. A 

simple recognition worked magically to build up the enthusiasm.

Magic & folk Songs
People can related their lives easily with this easily 
penetrable but very effective communication 
strategy of CLTS approach.
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Banshi Sena
 Children played an important role to check open defecation with sound of whistle.

Use of Technology 

Modern technology like Whatsapp, Facebook, Twitter, Bulk 

messaging system came very handy in dissipating the thoughts 

and ideas of District Magistrate to reach the grass root level 

thousands of workers in no time. 
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Introspection

An assessment of 

toilet facilities and 

access of people 

was very much 

required to find 

out the possible 

gaps where 

more intensified 

triggering would be 

planned. The third 

party inspection 

of the ODF Status 

covered 100% HH 

of the District.

BlocBk Name
HH toilet Institution Toilet

Practice of 
OD

Existence 
of NC

Functionality 
of NCAccess to 

HH toilet
Usage of 
HH toilet

Institution 
Toilet Usage

Nowda 83 97.7 64.6 80.7 64.9 100 0

Bhagwangola 84.2 100 97 100 50.1 86.5 86.5

Raninagar-I 60.3 88.2 83.2 82.7 100 100 0

Nabgram 73.9 100 65.1 86.7 97.4 100 100

Beldanga – I 85.5 98.6 64.4 66.4 100 92.3 15.4

Bharatpur 1 78.3 99.2 87.7 96.3 93.8 81.5 65.3

Bharatpur 2 75.6 98.6 76.7 98.2 93.8 96.2 89.4

Burwan 64.2 97.4 83.8 100 100 81.8 81.8

Domkal 87.2 99.4 57.5 92.2 80.8 94.9 41.2

Hariharpara 45.7 91.7 81 86.3 97 100 100

Kandi 56.2 98.7 71 93.6 98.3 100 100

Khargram 54.1 99.9 83.9 99.3 99.6 63.8 63.8

Raghunathganj 1 81 98.2 95.2 94.5 49.7 100 100

Samserganj 61.6 90.2 79 88 100 100 100

Suti-II 69.7 99.7 78 100 71.1 74.7 74.7

Suti-I 57.7 96.1 69.4 96.1 100 100 0

Sagardighi 66.8 89.7 68.2 62.7 96.6 80.5 48.5

Raghunathganj II 82.5 94.9 70.4 75 88.2 43.4 41.3

MSD Jiyaganj 68 98.9 56.4 47.9 70.2 27 26.4

Lalgola 84.4 98.7 55.5 87.6 82.9 51.9 51.9

Jalangi 89.4 99.2 92.1 99.1 33.3 0 0

Faraka 83.2 98.5 88.5 99 70.2 44.4 24.4

Bhagbangola I 57.4 89.8 88.5 52.9 76 49.4 50.5

Beldanga-II 58.5 96.3 87.9 84.5 94.1 80.9 20

Beharmpur 96 95.3 90.6 97 12.3 46.5 46.6

Raninagar II 71.5 92.7 88.8 84.9 88.3 97 6.9

Total 72 96 78 87 81 77 51

Verification Report
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Sanitation Everywhere

Awakened community is playing a major role in checking the open defecation 

of people due to slipping back into older habits.

Enforcement of penal provisions by PRI bodies to eliminate Open Defication 

practices, in the last mile coverage phase.
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Campaigning proved very effective in 

spreading the messages of Mission Nirmal 

Bangla in Murshidabad District.

After ensuring 100% toilet coverage and eliminating Open defecation, a set of 

guiding principle were fixed by the community to prevent slipping back of people.  

Innovative Campaign- In course of ODF Movement through CLTS approach, 

the field level workers found various strategy in effectively taken the ideas of 

ODF to the common people.
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 Community Toilet

165 nos 
Community Toilets 

were constructed 

at places having 

maximum footfalls 

from Mission Nirmal 

Bangla fund.

Role of Media

Involvement of media in creating social awareness is one of the most important aspect of the Mission Nirmal 
Murshidabad. Triggering of media, formation of teams with media and keeping them as one of the tool of 
appreciating the CLTS champions, had been proved very helpful for the district.
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Celebration of 100 ODF GPs

In ODF Celebration, the solidarity of the community and sense of achievement from a successful CLTS process 

can lead to an entry point for other initiatives. The whole community also becomes an example and motivation for 

the left out villages.

Triggering activities got a new shape when different social events and characters relating the Mission Nirmal Bangla 

were depicted on Tableaux for campaign. One such beautifully designed tableaux in 100 GP Celebration programme.
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A popular culture was noticed in Murshidabad where the motivated Father in law gifted a toilet to the newly 

married groom. One such tableaux at 100 GP Celebration event.
Appreciation and recognition of PRI Members and CF in Celebration event for achieving ODF Status, motivated 

them to carry the torch of ODF Sustainability.
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Invitation Card and Appreciation Certificate for the ODF Community
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Success Stories
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Last Mile Coverage

Have we been successful in transforming our society into an ODF 

one? Questions raised and solutions derived through group discussion 

workshop, participated by DM, ADM, SDO, BDO and KL Representatives 

of working in the District.
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The Murshidabad Model of Sanitation deeply 
believes that attaining open defecation free status is a 
journey not a destination. Practising safe defecation is rather 
a way of life. 

Moving forward we are approaching the ODE sustainability 
holistically. Cleanliness is one key aspect and in turn it 
is dependent upon how we manage our disposables our 
garbage our sewerage. Also important, is the fact that 
Menstrual Health Management comprises of 
a very critical healthcare and hygiene issue. Murshidabad 
looks forward to create capacity for Block Level resource to 
carry forward the Solid and Liquid Resource Management. A 
team of SLRM Senanis for each block is to be trained but it 
will be started with a Training for Trainers at the District Level. 

26 Training sessions at Block level and two Training 
session at District Level similarly for the MHM sensitisation 
and awareness also we are in the process of converting 
the Schools into MHM Hubs with vending machines and 
incinerators. Five Sub Divisional trainings for the Head of 
Institutions are one District Level Training are planned to be 
rolled out soon. Training and mobilization of MHM 
and SLRM champions are all set to start at the earliest. 
Murshidabad is determined to sustain ODF status through 
persistent community endeavours.

Future Planning


